How to reset volvo radio

I had to replace my battery and lost my code to reset radio. GuruLVWB2 answered about a year
ago. Guru1NDV3 answered about a year ago. So you are saying I need to have switch on for 4
hours before my radio will let me enter code? Kenneth answered about a year ago. Checked all
the usual post on the internet about putting ignition on for around 2 hours then a guy in the
USA said remove fuse number 7 20 amp radio and refit to clear the "off" message. I put the
ignition to position 1, turned on the radio.. Worth trying. Dennis answered 8 months ago. Should
I buy a new radio for s70 Volvo after 3 attempt on a wrong code I need music therapy now I
found the code and it is not allowing me to reset. Brad answered 7 months ago. My used V70
displayed "off" in the radio screen till I did the ignition in "I" trick for 2 hours. Now it asks for the
code, but unfortunately doesn't accept the code I found written in the owners manual. But when
I enter the right code, it just freezes and will only turn off with the ignition. I just got a Volvo S70
T5. When I have the ignition in the intermediate position, the fan from AC goes on, but then
turns off. Even when the car is started, and fan speed is up at maximum, it doe I'm pretty sure I
need an alternator but I want to get opinions. My battery died because I left the emergency
flashers on. I jumped it About 5 mil CarGurus has 27 nationwide S70 listings and the tools to
find you a great deal. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. How do I reset my radio in My
Volvo.? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Volvo S70 question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Volvo S70 Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Volvo 9 listings. Used Cars For Sale. The radio
security code is an anti-theft feature on your Volvo sedan or wagon. If the battery has been run
down or disconnected, the security feature will block the radio from being turned on. When you
turn the radio on, it will be silent and the word "code" will appear in the LED display. The code
is a four digit combination of 1 to 6 that you punch in using the preset buttons 1 to 6. You have
three tries to punch it in correctly. If you use up your three tries the radio will lock. If you leave
the car off for two hours the lock will reset and you can start over. If you don't know the code
there are two ways to find out. You can contact Volvo and ask them. The easiest way to do this
is go to Volvo. If you submit the online form, a rep from Volvo will call you within 24 hours. If
you are in a bigger hurry, you can call your local Volvo dealer and ask them to look it up. This
article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit
your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1
When you turn the radio on, it will be silent and the word "code" will appear in the LED display.
Step 2 The code is a four digit combination of 1 to 6 that you punch in using the preset buttons
1 to 6. Step 3 If you don't know the code there are two ways to find out. Writer Bio This article
was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. Appearing in
in Dark Blue and Bamboo Green, the Volvo S40 offers a few package options, which include a
power driver's seat, power sunroof, leather upholstery and an emergency trunk release. The
Volvo S40 also provides you with a theft-proof system for your car radio to prevent
unauthorized users from operating it. Resetting your radio, when it locks, will take just a few
minutes of your time. Obtain the four-digit radio code that came with your Volvo S40 at
purchase. This radio code is on a card that looks like a credit card. Contact your local Volvo
dealer if you cannot find your four-digit anti-theft code for the radio. The dealer can find it in a
database. You may need to drive to the dealer so they can cross-reference your radio's serial
number. Make sure you bring proof of ownership, such as vehicle registration and your driver's
license. See Reference 2. Push the knob to enter your selected number. Rotate the knob and
push it in to select each of the remaining digits of the code. Re-enter the correct radio code
from the beginning if you enter an incorrect code. An "Error" message will display on the
screen if you make a mistake. Your radio will lock for two hours, displaying the message "Off,"
if you make three errors trying to enter the code. Re-input the code after two hours. Store the
four-digit radio code in a safe location. Do not keep the radio code inside of your car. Chyrene
Pendleton has been a business owner and newsletter editor for more than seven years. She is a
freelance writer with over 25 years experience and teaches a variety of topics, including
alternative health, hair care and metaphysics. Pendleton is a certified television show producer,
radio talk-show host and producer, and a computer programmer with a bachelor's degree in
computer science. Step 1 Obtain the four-digit radio code that came with your Volvo S40 at
purchase. Step 2 Contact your local Volvo dealer if you cannot find your four-digit anti-theft
code for the radio. Step 1 Re-enter the correct radio code from the beginning if you enter an

incorrect code. Step 2 Re-input the code after two hours. Volvo radios have a theft-proof system
that freezes the radio if power is interrupted. It was designed that way to prevent theft of the
radio. The downside is your radio will be locked if you disconnect the battery for any reason, or
if the battery dies. Do you know your Volvo radio codes? This site was very helpful in getting
Volvo radio codes, so I wanted to share this. First go to the Volvo website here and fill out the
info, you will receive your code right away. Volvo radio code retrieval. The radio code that we
have in our system for the vehicle identification number you provided is. If the code does not
work after entering it once, the original radio fitted to your vehicle has been replaced. If you are
unable to remove the radio, please visit an Authorized Volvo retailer. Hint: Check the radio for a
four digit code hand written on the radio. Often times when the radio is replaced the technician
will post it here in case the code is misplaced. I guarantee you nobody will ever, ever want your
radio enough to steal it, let alone match that stolen radio with this page with codes on it
somehow. Dealers have your radio code in a database, and can look it up. You can call any
Volvo dealer: they all have the same computer system to look up your Volvo radio code.
Sometimes the code is written on the radio itself. But you have to pull the radio out not hard to
see it. Other dealers will have you drive to their lot and speak to them in person. I suppose
dealers can choose to charge for this, and we can choose to not go back, right? If you have the
code write it down in several locations. If they want money, hang up and call another. My radio
is dying, so I picked up one from the Pick and Pull wrecking yard that looks new. If anyone
could help me, please. Any ideas? This seems to be a new one that I have read about online. I
first tried with a. DE ending and nothing happened. Then I tried with a. My code didnt work for
my radio ther serial no. B part no. It says If you could please help me i would gladly appreciate it
thank you.. This site was very helpful in getting me my code, so I wanted to share this. Radio
display black! My volvo v40 from was jumpstarted and now the radio is completely dead. The
fuse is OK. Does the 2-hour trick work in this situation? Or is there an internal fuse. The radio
model is HU Does anybody know if there IS an internal fuse, and where it is located? I know how
to replace a fuse but beyond that I have no clue. Nothing seems to be burned og overheated.
Great site, great advice, followed your instructions worked first time. I now have a radio working
in my v40 thanks. Lost the code to my stereo SC, driving a Volvo V Some say that the code is
unniversal, is it? I have a XC I removed thr CD player for repair plugged it in with the radio,
started the car but the radio will no turn on. Do I have to leave the ignition for two hours before
it will turn on? Hello I need help VIN. I bought a used Volvo Model number S40 with an audio
system that is non functional because it was tempered when changing the battery. Hello i just
bought my volvo at a auction its asking me for the code can you please help. I have a spec
Volvo V40 2. My serial number is V YA Any information regarding the code would be much
apperciated. Hi I have the 4 digit code for the original volvo radio. Also only have preset keys
How on earth do I get the numbers over 4 and enter them. There is no enter key and I have tried
everything to no avail. VO YD. Please help? My Radio Serial is. Leave the ign switch on so the
radio has power and turned on. It takes 2 hours of constant power and the radio will reset back
to the code setting. Thank you. Got a S40 for my son, till the battery died. Now I have this dumb
radio thing. The radio is now saying Off after failing to enter a correct code. Feel this is sham.
Really people are running around stealing Volvo radios? Wonder when that EVER happened.
Not going to leave the ignition on for hours just ridiculous! I bought a used Volvo Model number
V40 with an audio system that is non functional because it was tempered when changing the
battery. Please help i haverecentl purchased a volve S40 and I have been to the dealership and
they have given me a incorrect radio code and urgently require my music. The power was
interrupted in Tanzania. Just call any Volvo dealer ship and ask to speak to someone in the
service dept. Tell them your situation also give them the VIN and they will be more than glad to
accommodate you with the code to unlock your radioâ€¦. Volvo C70 radio perfect until battery
replaced. Hi I wonder if anyone can help. I recently bought a secondhand volvo hu stereo to go
into my old V40 but I don,t have the code â€¦. The serial number on the unit is VO E and also
written on it is the registration of the car I presume it came out of? Hi my husband bought a
radio off ebay for his Volvo c70 convertible it did not come with a code the serial no is V WE any
help would be greatly appreciated. Hi my husband bought a radio off ebay for his Volvo v70 xt
tdi it did not come with a code the serial no is v wf can anyone help please. Matt- Thanks for the
info. Thanks so much. Hi, I need the code for my radio Volvo C70, the battery completely died
and needed to be replaced. I used the correct code but always have the EEE code. What can I
do. I had to replace the battery, did have the code but put it somewhere safe! Thanks for your
help. I tried ding what is mentioned in the article above leaving the key in the ignition for 3
hOURS and this still did not remove the off code being displayd on the radio. My battery and
alternator seem to be in good condition also, are there any other suggestions? I have a XC70,
had to replace the battery and called my local dealer for the code. It does not work. Went to the

dealer, the mechanic says I am SOL. Thanks a lot! It displays OFF now. I called my local Volvo
dealership and all they required for the code was my VIN number. Took all of 5 mins to get the
code. Please can you assist me to provide my volvo cs car radio unlock code. The serial No: B
Thanks for your assistance. Other one in Ipswich gave me the code by reg. Please can you
assist me to provide my volvo s70 sc car radio unlock code. The serial No: vvc. Thanks for your
assistance. My used Volvo battery discharged so I needed the radio code. I still get the EEEE. Is
there a remedy? Can you assist in resetting my volvo v70 radio code? I had to get the battery
changed this weeek. The radio reads CODE. Thank you, John Dedeian. Please help. My serial
number is VOWA i dont know my code. Please if you can say me the code will be great thanks :
: : :. Your help is greatly appreciated. Sorry, Serial No V W Hi, I have a volvo V Any idea what
that would be? Please i lost the radio code and i want you to help me out. Please help me out. I
bought my Volvo with the request for the code on, the radio looks ok, the serial number is VOh I
will realy appreciate your assistance. Try to imagine somebody risking a few nights in jail for a
double-height Volvo radio. Thanks for the info. My code number was on the radio, clearly
labeled for me and any half-witted thief! What was the point of it? Please can you assist me to
provide my volvo ct car radio unlock code. The serial No: VC. Many thanks. Recently had issues
with my Volvo s40 radio. Had to disconnect my battery for some repairs. Did not know what to
do next and was stuck with no radio service for close to a month. Visited your website and
followed your direction and was able to access my car radio once again. Have tried Bryces
suggestion and have tried leaving the ignition on for 6 hours and to no avail. Anybody have any
other suggestion? I am trying to retrieve the code for my Volvo DL wagon and i am in belize and
do not have a credit card. I got the code from volvo diler but it dose not work? What else can I
do? Please, I would like to know the radio code for: Volvo v40 1. Amazing, the turn the radio off,
hold the scan button and turn on the radio thing worked for me! Tried the hr, power on reset
already. Really could use some help on this. After buying my Volvo v40 second hand the battery
died trying to go to work one morning after a quick charge it was ok however the radio was
displaying code after 3 attempts it locked and displayed off for about 3 days till I stumbled over
this site fantastic held the news button turned the radio on voila music to my ears again thks
again for great information. We have not driven our V70 for over three weeks and I thhink one of
the interior lights was left on which resulted in a flat battery and on recharging it, I could not
locate my radio code. I rang Milton Keynes Volvo Marshals. What a friendly lot. They asked me
for the VIN, reg and rang me back in five minutes with the code, and at no cost. What a service!
We are planning to get an XC90 next year and I swear I will be going to Marshals for mine, and
that is about miles form me! It works again without the need to have the key in theignition for 3
hours and locate the key. Guessing that the thieves already know this trickâ€¦. Yes it worked!!
So i turned the key to position 1 and the radio said OFF. It worked. I call a number and they gave
me the code. Sorry dont remember. Good luck. Thanks to Elain Meade with the West Nyak
dealership comment. So, even though I live upstate, I called Palisades Volvo:. He asked for the
VIN number which I had already written down , and just like she said â€” he had the code for me
within ten seconds. I will also be posting my code to the [Store your code here] link so I will
always have access to it! I drove 2 hours today to the local dealer and the code they gave me
was wrong. I want to thank you very much for posting this fix. It worked like a charm on my S If
your radio has a code, just punch try numbers until it says OFFâ€¦.. I have a S If you still need a
code then call Volvo at , give them your VIN and they should give you the radio code. Good
Luck! Pulling the fuse didnt work for me. A month ago I bought a second-hand S60 installed
with a HU stereo. The code is only needed for late V70 or earlier â€” is that correct info? Re my
S70â€¦ Found the original white card with the audio code in a file the original owner kept,
meticulously! Music; comedy; talk radio, on all the preset stationsâ€¦ Thank you so very much
for helping a lost soul such as I! It is much appreciated. Guess my Sony is gonna stay in a bit
longer. I have a S40 and experienced a similar problem. I have waited for it to say code and
entered the correct code but still nothing. It just freezes with the the number on the screen.
What do I do? Is my only option to leave the key in the ignition for a couple of hours? My key is
in the 1 position the whole processâ€¦. I have a XC90 volvoâ€¦â€¦my radio will not turn on when
the car is runningâ€¦.. My volvo v40 had also a radio off. I did like people said on the internet.
Turn the key to faze 1 and turn on the radio. It took 2,5h for me to see CODE instead of off. Code
is on radio itself, just take it out, should be on top. Crazy thing to do, but it works now! My V reg
S40 decided to lock me out of the radio and kept prompting for a code. I found various websites
that offer replacement codes at a price. Just phone your local Volvo dealer and give them you
registration and chassis number and they can give you the radio code over the phone. How do
you take out your radio? Here is the link for the Volvo website. I tried lifting the fuse in both the
engine bay and drivers footwell to no avail. Left the radio on with volume low so it displayed
OFF and left the key in position 1 for roughly 2 hours. CODE then appeared, I typed it in and

voila. I got the code by calling my local authorized volvo dealer. Thank you Dennis fir the tip
about holding down the number 6 then switching onthe radio. It was my last ditch attempt
having tried numerous times to put the correct code in plus pulling the fuse to no avail. Got my
music back! This is the premium audio system SC that originally came with the car. I know the
code is correct because I have used it before when changing the battery or after power failures.
I called the dealer just to be sure and they confirm that this is the correct code. Nothing works
on the sound system while this code is displayed. Anybody know how to fix this? The
dealership is clueless. I do not see any solutions posted in this thread. Thanks in advance! I
would love to meet the person who designed this anti theft system. In the meantime we are
stuck trying to activate these stupid stereos! Does anyone know of any information on this?
Thank you! When I changed it out, the radio asked for a code. Thanks to this site, I was able to
reset it by pulling the 7 fuse. Then I pullud the radio and luckily the code was right in top.
Thanks again for all of the good advice. Mine is a Volvo S I had to disconnect my battery to
recharge it and then like everyone else could not get my radio to work. I phoned my service
dealer who gave me a code â€” which turned out to be wrong. I eased the radio out as per
instructions and thankfully, someone HAD scribbled the code on the top. The dealer did ask if it
was the original radio â€” YES it was, it had never been changed since new. Thank you, thank
you Anne 19 and this brilliant website! I can now get Classic FM again! I had a problem with my
radio not working after I changed the battery. I called a volvo dealer and told him what kind of
volvo I had and he pulled the code number off his computer and in two minutes my radio was
working again. Good Luck. Hi there, I took your advice and called my local dealer Pilling Volvo
Milton Keynes , gave them my car registration and then he gave me my input code over the
phone â€” brilliant! So I have done the key to position 1 like 10 times waiting hours per attempt
and the radio still says off. Going to try pulling the fuse if I can figure out which one it is. Has
anyone ever heard of a radio never coming on? I called a Volvo dealership in West Nyak New
York, spoke with a nice man in the service dept, i gave him my VIN , and in 10 seconds he gave
me my radio code. I turned the key to the number 1 position, code came on, then i entered the
numbers he gave me, and it worked! The radio works just fine! I had called another volvo
dealership in Long Island 10 minutes before, and they wanted me to come in, and would not
help me over the phone. I just kept trying, until i found one that would help. How do I get my
radio to work it says off and I need it to Say code do I leave radio on or off when key on position
one? Please help need music. It will pull a very small current, but not enough to kill the battery.
Please use the Volvo Forum for questions. My radio requirers a code of which i dont know
where to find it. My radio in my v40 is dead no off message or code message just a dead radio.
Is there an inline fuse or something? I have a code just not able to get anything to display on
the radio screen. Ya know what did work, Calling the dealer. You tell them. They punch it in the
computer, 2 minutes later or less. And Wah-la, They give you the code. If your radio does go to
OFF, start the car. Turn it off, then turn on the radio, turn the key to position 1. Make sure
Daytime running lights are off and all doors and trunks are closed too. You probably have 2
keys, lock the doors. Set a timer for 1 hour. I bought a radio from a wrecking yard for my the
radio was on the shelf so there was no code and the car was gone. When i put the radio in my
car off was displayed i tryed pulling 7 fuse but no change still shoed off. I then left the key on
and shut off the radio then held down button 6 and turned on the radioâ€”it works! O well ai
least i have a radio until i can find the code. A few years back, my casette only radio sc died no i
did not clean it out. I bought a used sc radio from a junkyard and they told me the code was
lost. I was a little worried about buying this as I was unsure whether or not the dealer would
give me the code if I bought it from somewhere else. I cracked open my broken SC, and ripped
the eeprom out of it and read it in a universal eeprom reader. I found it once in the hex. So, it is
possible it was just a random code but it gave me confidence that I had good odds I could read
it in cleartext if the dealer could not give me the code. So, I bought it. I then took it in to the
dealer and they gave me the code for free anyway. If you happen to have an eeprom reader at
work or home, you could do this if the dealer is to far for you to drive to. Has anyone else done
this before? I am curious if the code I found was the actual code or random data in the ROM.
Seems weird they would store it in cleartext, but I guess why bother caring. Anyone try this? My
code has a 9, How do you enter 7, 8, and 9? Other people have asked too, does anybody else
know how to enter 7, 8, and 9, with only 6 preset buttons? I left the key in position 1 for almost 3
hours, but when i came back and pushed the power but i didnt get the code display and still got
the OFF one. Should i leave the key in position 1 and the radio on displaying OFF o just leave
the key in position 1 with everything off like i did? In some forums ppl say you should leave the
key in position 2, I am trying again like you guys tell, position 1. Guys, this site looks like lots of
helpâ€¦ right now, i am gonna go down to my garage and put the key in position number one.
After the game, if we beat i ll go out and celebrate -means the car will have to wait for an extra

couple of hours in position number 1- if not, i ll come back home try to put the code and see if it
works. If it does, i ll sure let you know. I tried the all the 4 digit numbers on the radio itself and
nothing worked. I tried pulling out fuse 7 left it out over night put it in this morning and my radio
still says off! Did I do the fuse thing right? So, you get a flat battery, jump start your car, then
have to leave the ignition on for 2. Well I just wanted to say this blog was helpful on my volvo. I
needed a lead to go from to get my code on the radio. Now thanks to one of the bloggers who
said to give the volvo site your vin and serial number. Thank you soooo much! Andy, you must
have gotten the code wrong or they gave you the wrong one. Maybe they misheard your licence
plate number or you misheard the code. Try calling again. It said EEEE. Anyone else have this
problem? Do I have to just get a radio form Best Buy or something? Help please. I am having
the same problem! I have a I am seriously annoyed with having no music!! I think i am going to
try out every code on top of my radio. If it doesnt work then hopefully the little 7 fuse will do the
trick. Fill out the form and include your VIN and radio serial number in the comment section and
they will get back to you by email within business days. My local dealership wanted to charge
and have me show up in person and this bypassed them completely. Please help my. I have S
Mail my if You can help s-e-n o2. Hello the car radio volvo XD-LV to give out. I bought a used
volvo, and dont have the card for the radio code. Oh my God!!! This has been the most helpful
site. I had the wrong written in back of owners manual. When I called dealership, they gave
same code which was in my book. Still didnt work. After reading this site, it mentions, if you
have a refurbished radio, the code will be different even from what is in database. I did the 2. It
comes out by pressing in the two sensory panels on sides of radio component. Look closely,
and you will see the indentations for this. Then pull out radioâ€”the code should be written on
top!!! I bought the car from japan, The car is fine but the only problem is that i cant find its
Radio Code. Kindly let me know the place to find it. Called the dealership back with the serial
number on the radio and they gave me another code. Is there another option? Please help, my
daughter is going to go crazy without her radio. If your top level cd player stops working in and
some v70, but the radio is fine, there is a tiny reset button on the rhs when you remove the
radio. It6s there to protect the cd player from misuse, but dealers dont know about itâ€¦. Google
this fix and you will find pictures. Greetings from the US. Tell them the number of your car or
radio and ask them for your code. The car is fine but the only problem is that i cant find its
Radio Code. I have a s70 and just got it a new battery yesterday. The one in my car was from the
factory!!! Lasted so long! Anyway, I took a few guesses as to what my radio code was, not
knowing it would go into OFF. Anyone find anything else to work? I had a new batter put in my
Volvo today preparing for winter. I got in and my radio was flashing code. I thought I could just
put in a number and make it work. Well, you guessed it it said OFF after 3 tries. I called the
Volvo Dealer and they said I had to leave the ignition on for 2 hours for the reset. I read your
help here and started the car and pulled the 7 fuse and put it back in and CODE flashed and I
put in the proper 4 digit code and the radio works! You are great! I get code, put in the 5
numbers, nothing happens??? I have tried it time and time again, I do sometimes get a rPe
code???? Any suggestions? Awesome thanks for the help. Had to replace my battery in my car
and then my radio was screwed up. Your info helped me get my radio back free of charge. I am
making a video of how to do it so stand by. As an addendum to the radio codes issue. If you
purchased a Volvo with an upgraded radio from your dealer, the radio code you were given by
the dealership at the time of purchase may not be correct this is also true for the code in the
national database â€” which has the original factory code. When you have your correct 4 digit
code for your radio then enter as directed in your auto manual. This will work so do not despair!
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Volvo ETM.
Codes: to Volvos. Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo
Transmissions Guide. Volvo Four-C Suspension. Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo
VIN Search. Volvo Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your
Forum Posts. Volvo Classifieds. V90 Cross Country. XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS
Contributors. How to Register for the Volvo Forum. What to Do After Registration. How to Post a
Photo. New Here? Need Help? The History of MVS. Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give
Back to MVS. MVS Philosophy. Making Your Volvo Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved
Volvo. History of the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are
Volvo forum users online now. See the forum's active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. Volvo
radio says code. Need help for a code please. I want someone to help me get my Volvo v70
radio code. I need someone to help me get my Volvo v70 radio code. Thanks for help! Short
answer: No I think some diode in radio must have died or internal fuse blown. Thank your piece
of shit, This link give me alot of viruses. I need a radio code for a volvo xc90 awd crossover t2.
Did you people not read the blog posting at the top of the page? Call a Volvo dealer!! Hello, I
have a XC Thanks for your help! Radio serial is VOY VVA I really hope you can help Thank you.

Hi there Please help i haverecentl purchased a volve S40 and I have been to the dealership and
they have given me a incorrect radio code and urgently require my music Vin no:YV1VSL Volvo
T5 Serial no. Any help is greatly appreciated. I need code for tu
pioneer deh p7200hd
2001 cls 500
power rangers acg
rbo volvo Please. I need the radio code, volvo turbo â€¦ serial no. Hi, I have a XC70, had to
replace the battery and called my local dealer for the code. Cheers, Siggi. Thanks for the write
up. Worked great on my 99 s70! Need code for radio of Volvo s40, model,. I would like the radio
code for V. Volvo s40 1. Anthony Sindiyo. Read this page again. Volvo radio HU code serial no.
IT also radio code was put in and reads EEE and is stuck in scan mode. I have a 92 volvo gl and
radio code was put in but now says EEEâ€¦what do I do? Thanks Elain for posting! Thank you
so much!!!! I am going to post this on a few more forums. VOLVO 40 98 model. You have to love
the web. Just read this forum, I have a V Just saved me buying a new CD player!!! How do I do
it? Useful site. Thanks a lot. Henk de Mots. Did you read this post? Thanks, Robyn. Thanks,
Jack kayla gmail. Is there a way to reset the radio without turning the key into the first position
for two hours? Related Posts. Go to mobile version.

